Present with Passion and Purpose
Present with Passion and Purpose is a program that transforms people into Passionate communicators
who can own their space, engage their listeners and achieve their Purpose at every speaking
opportunity.
This course has been instrumental for so many people in:
•
•
•
•
•

Delivering; Business Pitches, Presentations, Training,
Speeches, Webinars, On-Camera pieces
How to engage and inspire your audience
Navigating any high stakes communication
Managing and utilising nerves
Developing emerging leaders

Program overview
Present with Passion and Purpose is a program about discovering the pleasure of public speaking. It will
teach you how to engage with your audience and to connect with your messages.
During the program you will be learning through methodologies, group discussion, reflection and by
doing. Speaking publicly is an active process which is learned by experiencing scenarios, being on your
feet, trying things out in a safe and supportive environment.
PPP will encourage you to extend yourself, take risks, enjoy the process and move beyond your ‘blocks’.
PPP confronts performance anxiety head on, providing techniques, insights and theory to enable you to
manage your nerves and use them constructively.

Feedback from recent participants:
“A life saver! Dramatically increased my confidence and reduced my nerves. Exceeded expectations.
Lots of practical exercises – awareness of the room + own emotions/headspace. The focus on
connection, being yourself.”
Director, Little Flowers
“Firstly let me say thank you for what you have done for me – you have made speaking in public a task
that I now enjoy and not shy away from. I still practice and plan what I am going to say, but I am far
more comfortable in my presentations. I still am working at owning the space but I am getting there”
Director, TPH Australia
Passion is about Connecting with the things that drive us, the things that light us up. If they light us up
they will light up an audience
Purpose is the reason for communicating your message – your ‘why’. We need to link our purpose with
the intended outcome to achieve results
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PPP Learning outcomes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding and managing the physiology of nerves
How to Own your Space and exercise your Right to Speak
Presence; learning the skills to create it and to use it
How to plan and prepare your material
Using emotional engagement to impact the listener
Mastering vocal technique
Thinking on your feet and managing audience interaction
Using your physical and spatial presence to engage the listener
How to ‘lift’ your words off the page to make them sound authentic
Increased self-awareness and the ability to stay focused

Dates/Times
Full day workshop Wed Dec 12th 2018, 9am – 4:30pm, breaks & food included.
Venue
The Seymour Centre. The Seymour Centre is at the top of Cleveland Street near Broadway
Investment
Early bird rate available for bookings up to Dec 1st 2018
$479 + GST
For bookings past Dec 1st 2018
$529 + GST
Numbers
Numbers kept to a minimum so an early commitment will secure a place.
Call to Action
To secure your place please contact P&P soon providing:
•
•

How many people in your organisation are registering?
Any specific questions relating to the program?

We will look after the rest.
Passion and Purpose contact details
E: tony@passionpurpose.com.au
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About the facilitator
Tony Sloman is a gifted and passionate communicator who knows from long experience that many
people fear public speaking more than death. Tony shows people how to turn that nerve-wracking ordeal
into an enjoyable and effective experience for speakers and audience alike.
During successful and parallel careers in theatre, business and learning & development, Tony saw many
people who were struggling to communicate effectively with groups, even one-on-one. He set up
Passion and Purpose in 2014 offering his unique combination of skills and experience to unlock the
chains that keep so many people from being successful communicators.
Tony says communication isn’t rocket science, but it is a science. He teaches the ‘performance science’,
the fundamental elements that create connection and engagement, and how to use them in all your
communications.
Tony delivers tailored workshops for groups, and one-one-one coaching. He believes everyone has the
potential to be an excellent communicator, even those who find it terrifying. Tony will show you why
nerves and fear occur, and how to turn them to your advantage.
Tony works with people of all skill and experience levels, from novice speaker to expert, helping them
wow their audience, and make successful presentations and pitches. He’s worked with many clients,
including government, corporate, not-for-profit, executives, established and emerging business leaders.
Tony combines the creativity of the theatre with a deep understanding of contemporary business
practice. He shares his own journey and the lessons he learned as a professional actor, facilitator,
coach, corporate relationship builder and business development specialist. He’s worked in the financial
sector, IT, business analysis and consultancies.
Tony graduated from the prestigious Guildhall School of Music and Drama in London, where he was
taught by global leaders in the field of public performance; voice, movement, drama, emotional
resonance. He also holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of New South Wales, a
Certificate IV in Assessment and Workplace Training, and a Certificate in Organisational Coaching.
Tony has worked extensively on stage, television and radio. He’s an entertaining and engaging speaker,
with a wealth of experience and insight to share.

A Testimonial
Tony Sloman recently conducted a workshop with a large number of our leaders. In exploring pitching,
the express aim was to connect their passion with their purpose in a way that engages with their
audiences – aligning heart not just giving technical satisfaction. Our team found the workshop very
enjoyable; particularly the way that theory was demonstrated in practice and linked to real life
experiences. Each person’s personal pitch was fascinating and team pitches proved they could place
the essential purpose at the heart of the presentation. Everyone found Tony to be an excellent
communicator and the material easy to understand and memorable. ‘Very inspiring’ is how one person
expressed it. CEO, DWP Suters
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